
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Everybody knows me 

 just walk down my street 

 you’ll see what I mean 

 everybody knows me 

 I get home at dawn  

 and sleep in till three    

 everybody knows me 

 and I learned the truth 

 when I was 17 

 Mom & Dad were watching T.V. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



I.         2/25/11    

 

 

Swept up in a magnificent crest 

hair like a long mess of auburn coral  

froze in an underwater breeze  

it is Winter even underground yet she has a tan  

without the slightest trace of fatigue 

wearing I am guessing  

about two-thousand dollars worth of clothing  

 

pashmina scarf snow-white coat with large sugar-wafer buttons 

a ring with what looks like a dozen little diamonds encrusted together as big around  

  as a strawberry  

 

Argentine American probably thirty-five years old it is 7:20 P.M. a Saturday  

  on the A C E train going Uptown 

looks at her watch 

late for dinner  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



II. 

 

 

The wind accelerates down 10th Avenue 

orange lights the top floor windows of the warehouses 

 

there is the postal headquarters  

 

there is the subway yard stretching for tens of blocks in every direction towards  

  the Hudson like a desert or graveyard where train-cars lay idle  

 

walking I flex my jaw  

muscles release air inside 

there is a dull popping sound  

and my lips are chapped 

 

 

         3/1/11 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



III. 

 

 

Last night I swore 

ah do not be dazzled by the latest in mirrors 

election of the pale afternoon 

Blaise Cendrars' Moravagine  

"...auditory troubles..." 

"the possibility of multiplying 

these tonic accidents 

and achieving 

the perfect accord of a new harmony. The future." 

plus the hunger that shakes me 

 

do not burden yourself with treasures 

1:39 P.M. 

the sunlight pouring down 14th St. and scalding the Winter trees 

fire-escapes 

Crystal Gallery 

Kings Hairstyling 

ACE Moving Store 

all fronts on display dappled with skeletal branches shadows overlapping the tall 

windows framed  

  in ruddy cast-iron moldings 

light that is eternal 

Beauty Bar 

Russian Souvenirs 

Bite 

 

subways rattling echo up through the pavement  

driving it it’s hunger to get somewhere 

to go 

light-footed 

on the L train a woman next to me who could be my mother 

whose face I never saw 

food stains on my notebook are truer than the most excruciating confessions 

St. Augustine  



(Polyester Raincoat 

is the only musician in New York who can take out an acoustic guitar at a party   

  without embarrassing anyone) 

ladykiller 

Poets have terrible handwriting  

hopeless 

 

there are too many neologisms in English now  

everyone knows  

"homepage" 

"flashdrive" 

"firewall" 

German sounding   

compounds of Medieval Anglo-Saxon terms 

“keyword” 

to describe something new  

but what is it 

 

 

3/3/11 

 

 

Walk in  

fresh from the Belle Époque   

this evening I wish 

I don the usual blue  

with neat matching collars 

 

straighten up and fly right 

posture 

coat tails out 

headache deferred 

dinner-time 

Thank You! 

 

 

. . . back on the train . . .  



 

worried faces  

ravaged by fatigue 

I have it too 

argumentative wondering 

atomism  

about isolate particles in a vacuum 

scratching up the walls 

 

but all my visions are on tap 

and  

full-open they pour out onto pages 

rife with incident and elusion 

 

my curiosity a perfect ball 

rolling sharp  

or is it more like a widening aperture taking in all the light 

me myself and I  

triple exposure  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



DOCUMENT 15 

 

 

Keys  

I have to make  

this rose 

 

who's Prometheus? 

 

a life without light? 

 

more old sparks  

dawn ate the moth 

Icarus 

 

I transcribe the underground stirrings of this 

music and the smoke 

call it an aroma 

from downstairs 

other voices, other rooms 

someday 

visitors I fail to greet 

 

everything is in the momentary reactions 

manifest between varying depths and shallows of idea and material  

 

a pox on intermural poesies!  

 

the weather changes according to mood 

I'm all fired-up  

so it’s warm out 

they fired me for that age-old infraction of timelessness 

 

it’s maritime outside 

my blue sweater 

and knit cap 



says it all 

 

I’m jogging 

prophecy & memory 

 

give me Dada scholarship  

both pockets unfolding full of parchment 

 

 

I am still the artisan of that spirit 

 

"you have the possibility to give light a dimension in time" 

"it's hard to be a saint in the city"  

 

       3/16/11 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  3/11/11 (Birthday) 

 

 

Intensified 

Cattle Call 

What Do I Wish For 

I Got Kinda Lost 

You Can't Catch Me 

I'm Coming Over 

I'll Remember Them 

Rebel, Rebel 

Club Molluska 

And In Every Home 

Spotted Pinto Bean 

Some Velvet Morning 

Problems 

Shoot The Singer 

It Happens Every Day 

Stars Fell On Alabama 

Maybe He'll Know 

In The Midnight Hour 

Living For The City 

Lions 

Soul Sauce 

When You Find Out 

Cotton Fields 

I Only Have Eyes For You 

 

 



ASH WEDNESDAY 

 

 

Jonas 

the world is a tulip 

white 

so blue 

an iris 

 

in Marseille you breakfast with cats 

it is early morning 

color abounds 

 

in N.Y. 

smoldering through the everyday pigments 

cars trees snow in the dirty streets 

flicker a bud your windowpane 

and the water-towers on top of the old buildings 

lower Manhattan in 1970-something 

cast-iron dream-like as a glass of Riesling 

but this 

day 

becomes you in saintliness 

 

film a banquet and your friends 

animals 

plants 

all travel aboard the ark of your feasting eye 

each crystal glass at the table re-filled 

timeless 

 

and everything flashes forward suddenly like a beacon   

your offices are open 

your sight is sharp the course is straight  

 

nowadays 



each day  

from across the ocean  

light off a moving page of your diary 

shines in Barcelona and my friend messages me  

"Dear Ben, I have just seen you—"  

born-again on day 105  

 

but there is the future precipitating this blind tumult of waves 

through which today 

I vow to abstain 

 

future 

that is a blurry letter addressed to the past 

under the glare of the tungsten studio bright-lights  

 

I don't mourn the future 

and my one holy construct 

is this here continuing  

like a voice  

welcoming me on deck   

the baptism of the line  

 

 

 

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



IV. Color Hive for Roger van Voorhees 

 

 

The placard  

on the castle door  

should not read 

watch me implicate myself 

you know  

it's Romantic in there there is more to it   

chords  

suspending a song-drawbridge I am talking about  

lower the color drone 

ravished by a sudden banshee note 

dawning tones 

till there is 

mercury 

crystalline 

"exactement" 

you might say  

I went through a phase 

 

give me a memo with lots of charts tables a bulletin board  

 

the score 

binary  

throw the switch 

there is no discourse 

mess with pictures!  

 

(new lush kaleidoscopic resonances 

 

swarm across it 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

    

  

  Here I Go Again On My Own 

  Going Down The Only Road 

  I've Ever Known - 

  Like A Drifter I Was Born 

  To Walk Alone -  

  And I've Made Up My Mind 

  I Ain’t Wasting No More Time -  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



    for Andrea Schiavelli   3/17/11 

 

           

On St. Patrick’s Day 

in a pallid undiscovered wood 

were the first signs of Spring 

cascading onto the rooftops 

 

at no moment did I check the time 

reverberant planes I dreamt last night 

now occupied the actual clear sky 

flying low beginning to ascend 

like feathers in an unnatural wind 

 

stereo’s bellow from cars 

now joined the chorus of alarms 

birdsong in the gridlocked streets  

vans delivery trucks and food carts  

 

the light was dramatic in the afternoon 

how I would imagine San Francisco looks 

at the top of the hill long blocks of brick white  

and yellow townhouses in full sun on one side 

drenched grey with the slanting shadow on the other  

 

the sun radiating out its timeless core  

kept the intersections alive and warm 

we walked around in search of a little park 

and finally to get there  

had to pass through what seemed like miles of graveyard 

 

chickadees perched on the telephone wire 

tidy-d themselves they preened their wings   

dogs in the neighbors’ yard were quiet  

and lay asleep in the sunlight 

 

 



this area has that quality of seeming faraway  

yet it has the feeling of a familiar place 

stoic philosophies ancestors I remember 

less than a week ago it was my birthday  

 

my prospects are golden 

but I don’t really know them 

someone hands me a menu  

my conscience is broken 

 

I get a coffee at the corner-store 

in the back they have a bakery 

each hour is like a facet in crystal 

turning before your eyes blue & vibrant 

 

but so much dead space and talk 

I’m on automatic  

Seneca The Younger a popular Roman 

philosopher the emergent Christians 

actually revered died by accident one day 

 

yes there is something so Catholic here  

at the foot of every church each one 

larger and more fatalistic than the last 

is a fence my soul on fire at the gate  

 

I have an old-fashioned reverence for the elevated subway  

where today I witnessed a girl from the neighborhood  

at the top of her lungs praising Jesus she was waiting  

for the Metropolitan Avenue bound M train 

 

commuters polish the jewel of their loneliness 

so much my own is lost with them 

reading yesterdays papers such bad news  

a cold metallic Winter sunset 

 

 



you sang yourself you are a bastard 

who fondled strange women 

and drank in the mornings 

it’s not what I’d say to you  

 

my prospects are golden   

but I don’t really know them    

like something tore off my jacket 

this remoteness of feeling      

the change in the season   

is something I don’t understand  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



HISTORICAL POEM 

 

 

It was the time of love and colored beads 

strung around the necks of the new 

young minds hanging out  

in the street—whether you caught 

a ride on a boxcar passing through 

the Bible Belt or hitchhiked 

smoking Blue Camel  

       3/17/11  

           

_ 


